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Metallic to insulating nature of TaNx: Role of Ta and N vacancies

C. Stampfl and A. J. Freeman
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208-3112

~Received 24 June 2002; revised manuscript received 2 October 2002; published 28 February 2003!

It has been demonstrated recently that the stoichiometry of rocksalt TaN can be tuned by N2 pressure and
temperature, yielding material that ranges from highly conductive to insulating. Using density functional
theory, we investigate the atomic and electronic structure and formation energy of defective TaN structures.
The calculations predict that Ta and N vacancies form under N-rich and N-poor conditions, respectively, where
the presence of Ta vacancies reduce the density of states~DOS! around the Fermi level (EF). We also studied
the Ta4N5 and Ta3N5 structures which occur in nature. The former phase, consisting of an ordered arrangement
of Ta vacancies, also exhibits a notable decrease in the DOS atEF , while the latter is a semiconductor with a
band gap of 1.5 eV within the local density approximation. Our results suggest that the formation of Ta-
deficient structures is directly related to the metal-to-insulator transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.064108 PACS number~s!: 71.30.1h, 68.35.Dv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current interest in tantalum nitride is related to its po
sible use as an electronic material. In particular, the per
mance of semiconductor devices in terms of component d
sity and speed is predicted to be limited by the extra po
that the device would require in order to reach higher spe
Thus, alternative technologies are being pursued, one
which, rapid-single-flux-quantum~RSFQ! logic, is based on
superconductors and holds promise for the highest spee
digital electronics.1 Pulses can be sent at close to the sp
of light, and Josephson junctions provide switching in t
picosecond regime and use only millivolts~instead of a few
volts!—and thus require and dissipate very little power.
drawback is that they must operate at very low temperatu
e.g., at 4–5 K for Nb-based devices. Because of this po
tial application, there is strong interest in superconduc
normal-conductor/superconductor~SNS! junctions. For these
systems, the figure of merit is the product of the current a
resistivity, IR, since it is proportional to the SFQ pulse. F
example, for 50 GHz operation, one requiresIR.320 mV.
This is significantly higher than the maximum clock fr
quency of'0.3 GHz in 1997, which was predicted to rea
just 1.1 GHz in 2010 on the basis of current technologie1

Recent experiments have shown that the NbN/TaNx /NbN
system exhibits desired parameters for RSFQ circuitry2 when
the barrier material TaNx has a resistivity close to the meta
insulator transition. The resistivity can be tuned by t
growth conditions, namely, by the nitrogen pressure and
temperature.2–5 For example, the stoichiometry~properties!
can be varied from Ta1.12N ~metallic! to Ta0.90N ~metallic! to
Ta0.74N ~barely metallic! to Ta0.66N ~insulating!, by increas-
ing the N2 pressure. X-ray diffraction experiments indica
that the ~metastable! rocksalt structure is essentiall
maintained.3,6 Thus, the local atomic geometries in the
nonstoichiometric structures likely involve native defec
Tantalum nitride was also found to be a promising mate
for other applications, such as diffusion barriers in cop
interconnects on Si chips7 and to make compact thin-film
resistors. The Ta-N system is relatively unexplored and,
like, e.g., the Ti-N system, it exhibits a remarkable richne
0163-1829/2003/67~6!/064108~7!/$20.00 67 0641
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in the array of equilibrium and metastable phases that
form;8 indeed more than 11 have been reported, where v
little is known about their relative stability.

In this paper, we investigate the atomic and electro
structure and formation energies of defective TaN structu
in order to gain insight into the mechanism giving rise to t
variation in conductivity. We focus in particular on N-ric
structures which are found to have dramatically increa
resistivities compared to stoichiometric rocksalt TaN.9 For
comparison, we also perform calculations for two oth
phases which form in nature and which also have N-r
stoichiometries, namely, Ta4N5 ~Ref. 10! ~a defective rock-
salt structure! and Ta3N5 ~Ref. 11! ~an orthorhombic struc-
ture!. Based on the calculated energetics and electronic st
tures, our results point to Ta vacancies as being larg
responsible for the metallic-to-insulating transition. This p
diction is consistent with indications from early work th
higher nitrides of Ti, Zr, and Hf involve metal vacancies, o
the basis of experiments~Ti, Zr, Hf! ~Ref. 12! and theory
~Zr! ~Ref. 13!. Investigations of the electronic properties
refractory compounds of transition-metal nitrides and c
bides containing typical structural defects such as vacanc
interstitial, and substitutional impurities have be
reported;14 to our knowledge, however, there have been
such studies for TaN. Some results that were briefly repo
in Ref. 3 are presented in detail here.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

The density functional theory~DFT! calculations are per-
formed using the first-principles full-potential linearize
augmented-plane-wave~FLAPW! method15 and in its paral-
lelized form16 with the local density approximation17 ~LDA !
for the exchange-correlation functional. We treat the c
states fully relativistically and the valence states scalar r
tivistically, and use angular momenta up tol 58 in the
muffin-tin spheres for both the wave functions and cha
density in the self-consistent cycles. We consider high a
low defect concentrations by using 8- and 32-atom cells
model the defect systems. For the former, the energy cu
for the plane-wave expansion in the interstitial region b
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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tween the muffin-tin spheres is taken to be 25 Ry, and a
for the 18-atom Ta4N5 structure. For the larger 32-atom sy
tems, which include the Ta3N5 structure, a slightly lower~but
still high! cutoff of 20.7 Ry was used. Thirty-fivek points
are taken in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone~IBZ!
for the ‘‘8-atom’’ cells and 27 for the Ta4N5 structure.18 For
the larger 32-atom cells, we used (23232) ~defect cells!
and (43434) (Ta3N5 phase! Monkhorst-Pack grids.18 The
muffin-tin radii RMT for all calculations areRN51.4 bohr for
the N atom andRTa52.47 bohrs for the Ta atom, with th
exception of the N interstitial, for which we usedRTa
52.10 bohrs, due to the closer Ta-N distances caused by
interstitial N atom, andRTa52.2 bohrs for Ta3N5, also due
to the closer N-Ta distance. Clearly, in the calculation
energy differences, as is required in obtaining the formatio
energies@cf. Eq. ~1!#, we take care to use exactly the sam
plane-wave cutoff,k points, and muffin-tin radii. The atomi
positions of all atoms are fully relaxed until the force on ea
atom is less than 1 mRy/a.u.

To compare the relative stabilities of the various stru
tures, we define the formation energy as19

Ef5~Edefect
tot 2nETa-bulk

tot 2m1/2EN2

tot!/~m1n!, ~1!

whereEdefect
tot , ETa-bulk

tot , andEN2

tot are the total energies of th

Ta-N system calculated using the supercell, a bulk~bcc! Ta
atom, and a free N2 molecule, respectively;n andm are the
number of Ta and N atoms in the supercell.Ef is, by defini-
tion, the heat of formation per atom of the structure un
consideration.

Since in the experiments2,3 the stoichoimetry was show
to depend sensitively on the nitrogen atmosphere, we
this effect into account as follows: We consider the system
contact with a nitrogen gas phase which is described b
pressurep and temperatureT. The environment then acts as
reservoir, as it can give~or take! nitrogen atoms to~or from!
the system without changing the temperature or pressure
therefore calculate

Ef~mN!'@Edefect
tot 2nETa-bulk

tot 2mmN#/~m1n!, ~2!

wheremN is the (T- andp-dependent! chemical potential of
nitrogen. The quantity in Eq.~2! is actually the ‘‘grand po-
tential,’’ where we have neglected vibrational contributio
of the bulk systems sincep andT effects are much stronge
for the gas phase species;20 hence we use the total energi
(T50 K) of the respective extended systems in Eq.~2!.

The nitrogen chemical potential depends strongly onp
andT, where it can be written20

mN~T,pN2
!51/2mN2

~T,pN2

0 !11/2kT lnS pN2

pN2

0 D 11/2EN2

tot.

~3!

HerepN2
is the pressure of nitrogen andpN2

0 corresponds to

atmospheric pressure. We choose as the zero reference
of mN(T,pN2

), the total energy of nitrogen in an isolate

molecule, i.e.,mN(0 K,pN2
)51/2EN2

tot[0. This will be called
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the ‘‘nitrogen-rich’’ condition. Thep,T dependence ofmN

can be evaluated using tabulated data formN(T,pN2

0 ).21 In

general, the typical range of the chemical potential is de
mined and limited by the pressures and temperatures use
industry and laboratories, namely, from several to thousa
of kelvin, and from ultrahigh vacuum (,10212 atm) to sev-
eral hundreds of atmospheres.

The value ofmN at which a given tantalum-nitrogen struc
ture becomesunstable, i.e., whereEf(mN)50, is obtained
from rearrangement of Eq.~2! as

mN5@Edefect
tot 2nETa-bulk

tot #/m, ~4!

and with respect to the zero reference state ofmN(T,pN2
) this

becomes

mN21/2EN2

tot5@Edefect
tot 2nETa-bulk

tot 2m1/2EN2

tot#/m, ~5!

which is, by definition, the heat of formation of the Ta-
structure under consideration, per N atom. We refer to
value ofmN as the so-called ‘‘N-poor’’ condition.

Because the total energy of the nitrogen molecule
tained from DFT-LDA~and the generalized gradient approx
mation! is well known to be significantly overbound, we ob
tain the total energy of the nitrogen molecule,EN2

tot , as the

difference in total energy of two extended systems, nam
bulk TaN and bulk Ta, together with the experimental val
of the heat of formation of TaN. Extended systems are ty
cally described more accurately by DFT compared to f
atoms or molecules. The total energy of the nitrogen m
ecule is therefore obtained by the following equation:

1/2EN2

tot.ETaN
tot 2ETa-bulk

tot 1DH f , ~6!

where ETaN
tot is the total energy of bulk rocksalt TaN. Her

DH f is the experimental heat of formation of TaN in th
standard state~room temperature and atmospheric pressu!,
which is 22.6065 eV.22 The calculated heat of formation o
TaN actually argrees quite well with the experimental va
but is somewhat underestimated at22.48 eV.

III. RESULTS

A. Atomic structure

For the ‘‘high-concentration’’ defect structures, as mo
eled in the ‘‘8-atom’’ cells, we have Ta:N ratios of 2.0, 1.3
0.75, 0.80, and 0.60 corresponding to two N vacancies,
N vacancy, one Ta vacancy, one N interstitial, and one
antisite ~N on a Ta site!, respectively. These structures a
shown in Fig. 1. The structure containing two N vacancies
just as for Fig. 1~b!, but with an additional nearest-neighbo
N atom missing. Due to the relatively high defect concent
tions, we optimized the equilibrium volume. The vacan
structures are found to have a reduced volume compare
the equivalent~calculated! stoichiometric TaN value: by
21.91%, 20.85%, and22.55% for the two and one N
vacancies and for the Ta vacancy, respectively. The gre
contraction for the latter may be anticipated due to the lar
size of the missing Ta atom. The N antisite also yields
8-2
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METALLIC TO INSULATING NATURE OF TaNx : . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 064108 ~2003!
smaller volume, by21.52%. The N-interstitial defect in
duces a larger equilibrium volume than the ideal bulk s
ichiometric TaN~by 3.15%! since the lattice expands to a
commodate the additional N atom. Due to the high symme
of these systems, internal relaxations are not possible
the exception of the N interstitial. For the N interstitial an
the N antisite, we also consider lower-symmetry geomet
which are described below.

The ‘‘low-concentration’’~‘‘32-atom’’ ! defect systems are
calculated using the theoretical bulk TaN lattice constan
4.37 Å ~the experimental value is 4.385 Å!.23 The fully re-
laxed atomic geometry of the defects is described as follo
for the Ta vacancy, the six surrounding, nearest-neighbo
atoms move inwards by about 3% relative to the unrela
positions, and for the N vacancy, the six surrounding near
neighbor Ta atoms move inwards by 7%–10% relative to
unrelaxed positions. Through this latter large relaxation,
Ta atoms approach the Ta-Ta distance that they have in
Ta, thus achieving a stronger Ta-Ta bonding; in the id
rocksalt TaN structure, the Ta-Ta distance is.8% larger
than in bulk Ta~see, e.g., Ref. 23!. For the N antisite, the six
neighboring N atoms move inwards by a large 8%–1
relative to the unrelaxed positions. In each system there
also smaller relaxations of the atoms that are more dis
from the defect. The energy gains due to all the atomic
laxations are 0.21 eV and 0.69 eV, respectively, for the
and N-vacancy structures. The large value of the latte
mainly due to the large relaxations of the Ta atoms and
similar to the energy loss when expanding bulk bcc Ta
8%, where the calculated value is 0.56 eV.

The ordered structures Ta4N5 and Ta3N5 which form in
nature are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. The former has a ro

FIG. 1. Atomic geometries of the defect structures:~a! the Ta
vacancyVTa, ~b! the N vacancyVN , ~c! the N antisite NTa, and~d!
the N interstitial Ni . The large shaded and small dark balls rep
sent Ta and N atoms, respectively.

FIG. 2. Structure of Ta4N5: ~a! top view and~b! perspective
view. The large shaded and small dark balls represent Ta an
atoms, respectively.
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salt structure and contains an ordered arrangement o
vacancies,10 while the latter~tritantalum pentanitride! has the
orthorhombic structure, where each Ta atom is surrounde
six N atoms; more specifically, the structure is composed
irregular edge- and corner-sharing TaN6 octahedra, where the
N atoms are threefold and fourfold coordinated.11 The equi-
librium volume of Ta4N5 is calculated to be 1.81% smalle
than the corresponding theoretical bulk TaN volume and
1.2% smaller than the experimental value. The fully relax
internal coordinates, given using standard crystallograp
notation, are listed in Table I where they are compared to

-

N

FIG. 3. Structure of Ta3N5: ~a! view of the~001! plane,~b! view
of the ~100! plane where the unit cell is indicated, and~c! perspec-
tive view. The large shaded and small dark balls represent Ta an
atoms, respectively. The arrows in~c! indicate the sixfold coordina-
tion of the Ta atoms, and the threefold and fourfold coordination
the N atoms.

TABLE I. Internal atomic coordinates of Ta4N5 relative to the
unit cell dimensions as obtained by the present calculati
~Theory! and experiment~Expt.!, Ref. 10, given in standard crys
tallographic notation. The experimental lattice constants area
56.831 Å andc54.269 Å, and the space group isI4/m (C4h

5 ).

x coordinate y coordinate z coordinate

Atom type Expt. Theory Expt. Theory Expt. Theory

8 Ta in 8(h) ;0.2 0.213 ;0.4 0.396 0.0 0.0
8 N in 8(h) ;0.1 0.092 ;0.7 0.695 0.0 0.0
2 N in 2(b) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
8-3
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C. STAMPFL AND A. J. FREEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 064108 ~2003!
experimental values; excellent agreement can be observ
For the Ta3N5 structure, we optimize the volume of th

unit cell, keeping fixed the experimentally determined ra
of the unit vectors~wherea53.8862 Å,b510.2118 Å, and
c510.2624 Å) as well as the relative positions of the int
nal coordinates.11 The calculated volume is found to be ju
0.1% smaller than experiment.

B. Formation energies

We now turn to consider the formation energies of t
various structures. The results for the low-energy structu
are displayed in Fig. 4. The lower the energy, the more
vorable the system. It can clearly be seen that the ener
cally most favorable structure for N-rich conditions is t
Ta4N5 phase (Ta0.8N), which is most stable frommN2

50 to

21.65 eV. For lower values ofmN , namely, from21.65 to
22.65 eV, the single N vacancy in the 8-atom cell is m
stable (Ta1.33N), and for still lower values ofmN , from
22.65 to23.2 eV, the structure containingtwo N vacancies
in the 8-atom cell is most stable (Ta2N). Interestingly, it can
furthermore be observed that stoichiometric TaN~dashed
line! is only ametastablestructure. The next most favorab
structures after the Ta4N5 phase, in the rangemN2

50 to

21.65 eV, are the N and Ta vacancies in the 8-atom
(Ta1.33N and Ta0.75N).

The structures containing the N antisite~not shown! are
energetically unfavorable; the values formN50 ~right side of
Fig. 4! are21.05 eV (20.49 eV) for the 32-~8-! atom su-
percells, and they are stable formN down to only
21.98 eV (20.78 eV). The structures containin
N-interstitial atoms~not shown! are even more unfavorable
For the latter two defects, we also investigated the possib
that the N atom may prefer to occupy a lower symmetry s
In particular, for the N interstitial we considered a ‘‘spli

FIG. 4. Formation energies@cf. Eq. ~2!# as a function of the
nitrogen chemical potentialmN . The energy for stoichiometric bulk
rocksalt TaN is shown as a dashed line. The energy zero ofmN is
taken to be~half! the total energy of the N2 dimer, which we call the
nitrogen-rich condition. The structures listed at the top of the fig
indicate the most stable one for the corresponding range ofmN

indicated by vertical dashed lines.
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interstitial’’ geometry where two N atoms share a sing
N-atom site with a N-N distance similar to that in an N2
molecule. For the N antisite, we considered the possibi
that the N antisite moves away from its ideal Ta site towa
a neighboring N atom. These geometries, however, had s
larly high formation energies.

The structure containing the lower concentration of N v
cancies, as calculated in the 32-atom supercell~not shown!,
is less stable than the one containing the higher concentra
~8-atom supercell, Ta1.33N) for all ranges of the chemica
potential of nitrogen. This can be understood in that on
moval of sufficient N atoms, the loss in bonding of neig
boring Ta atoms is compensated for by the formation
Ta-Ta metallic bonds. The structure containing the hig
concentration of Ta vacancies~8-atom supercell, Ta0.75N) is
more stable than the one containing the lower concentra
~32-atom supercell! ~not shown! for strongly N-rich condi-
tions ~higher values ofmN), while for more N-poor condi-
tions ~lower values ofmN), the lower concentration structur
is preferred. The latter is, however, notably less favora
than the structures containing N vacancies.

We point out that there is a considerable vacancy-vaca
interaction in these systems so that even with the large
atom cells, the energetics obtained may differ from the s
ation of truly isolated defects. As noted above, the format
energy of Ta4N5 is lower than for the other Ta vacancy stru
tures. This is consistent with the fact that Ta4N5 represents a
phase that is formed in nature. Whether it can actually fo
under the given experimental conditions in Refs. 2 and
will, however, depend on thekineticsof the system.

To give some idea of the relationship between the pr
sure and temperature andmN for the present system, we con
sider the following: For a pressure of 531023 Torr (0.66
31025 atm), which is of the order of magnitude used in t
experiments,2,3 it can be obtained, using Eq.~3!, that at tem-
peratures of 300, 600, and 900 K,mN takes the values
20.40, 20.87, and21.37 eV, respectively. Inspecting Fig
4, it can be seen that these values correspond to the re
where Ta4N5 is most stable. However, if kinetic effects pre
vent the long-range ordering of this phase, the next m
energetically favorable structures are the~‘‘high-
concentration’’! N and Ta vacancies. In particular, the latt
is preferred for smaller absolute values ofmN ~lower tem-
peratures, higher N-pressure! and the former for larger abso
lute values ofmN ~higher temperatures!. Thus, by ‘‘toggling’’
the temperature, the energetically preferred structure
change between these systems. A similar effect occurs
variations in pressure. We propose that this effect is rela
to the experimentally observed stoichiometry dependenc
Ta-N structures on nitrogen pressure and temperature.

C. Electronic structure

Having investigated the atomic structure and energetic
the various systems, we now consider the electronic pro
ties. The total and partial density of states~DOS! of the
high-concentration defect systems are shown in Fig. 5. It
be noticed that for the Ta-vacancy@Fig. 5~a!#, the N-antisite
@Fig. 5~c!#, and the N-interstitial@Fig. 5~d!# structures, addi-

e

8-4
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tional states~compared to the single N 2s state of bulk TaN
at '216.5 eV) occur in the region210 to 220 eV. They
arise from the N atoms that have a reduced Ta coordina
~e.g., the partial DOS of the atom labeled N for the Ta v
cancy! or that are bonded to other N atoms~e.g., the partial
DOS of the atom labeled N9 for the N antisite!. The N va-
cancy@Fig. 5~b!# and the N antisite@Fig. 5~c!# have a high
DOS at the Fermi energy,EF , while the Ta vacancy has
notably reducedDOS atEF as compared to bulk TaN@see
Fig. 6~a!#. In order to compare therelative DOS about the
Fermi level for the different structures more quantitative
we consider the ratio of the integrated total DOS from
20.15 eV up to 0.15 eV to that of the whole valence ene
region up toEF . We find that the ‘‘low-concentration’’ Ta-
vacancy structure shown in Fig. 6~b! ~labeled as Ta0.94N) has
an intermediate DOS atEF ~with ratio 0.025! with respect to
the stoichiometric TaN~with higher ratio 0.031! and the
high-concentration Ta vacancy in Fig. 5~a! ~with lower ratio

FIG. 5. Total ~upper curve in each figure! and partial~lower
curves in each figure! density of states for the high-concentratio
defect structures shown in Fig. 1:~a! the Ta vacancyVTa, ~b! the N
vacancyVN , ~c! the N antisite NTa, and ~d! the N interstitial Ni .
The labeling on the partial DOS means the following: ForVTa, N
corresponds to the N atom having 4 Ta neighbors, and that lab
N8, the N atom having 6 Ta neighbors. ForVN , Ta corresponds to
the Ta atom having 6 N neighbors, and that labeled Ta8; the Ta
atom having 4 N neighbors. For NTa, the partial DOS labeled by N
is for the N atom having 4 Ta and 2 N neighbors, N8 is for the N
atom having 6 Ta neighbors, and N9 is for the substitutional N atom
having 6 N neighbors. For Ni , the partial DOS labeled N corre
sponds to the atom having 6 Ta neighbors, and that labeled N8, the
interstitial atom.
06410
n
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0.020!. The DOS of the high-concentration Ta-vacancy s
tem is shown again in Fig. 6~c! ~labeled as Ta0.75N to indicate
the relative ratio of Ta to N atoms!. Also shown in Fig. 6~d!
is the DOS of a Ta-vacancy system containing an e
higher vacancy concentration, namely, Ta0.6N. This is a de-
fective rocksalt structure calculated in a cell containing 10
atoms and 6 Ta atoms, i.e., the same cell as for the Ta4N5
structure~see Fig. 2!, but with an additional Ta vacancy. Th
relative DOS aboutEF for this system is higher than for th
other structures~ratio 0.032!, but it drops sharply aboveEF .
We expect that a lower relative DOS would be found if th
structure was calculated in a larger supercell, where a
tional atomic relaxations could take place. Despite this
ception, these results generally show that the presence o
vacancies decreases the DOS at and around the Fermi l

For the Ta-vacancy structures@Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~d!#,
states in the region21 to 24 eV belowEF can also be seen
where for the ‘‘low-concentration’’ case only a sharp featu
around24 eV occurs. Inspection of the band structure~see
below! shows thatdefect-relatedbands contribute to the
DOS in this region, which become narrow for the low
concentration case and give rise to the narrow peak.
Ta-vacancy-induced features are consistent with recent
perimental results using x-ray emission spectroscopy4 where
it is reported that nonbonding N 2p-like states form in the
energy region between the hybridized Ta-5d–N-2p band and
the higher lying Ta-5d band, for the material containing
highest Ta vacancies~i.e., Ta0.85N in Ref. 4!. There is also a

ed

FIG. 6. Density of states~DOS! for ~a! bulk TaN, ~b! the low-
concentrationVTa ~calculated in the ‘‘32-atom’’ cell!, ~c! the high-
concentrationVTa ~calculated in the ‘‘8-atom’’ cell!, ~d! an even
higher-concentrationVTa ~calculated in a cell containing 10 N atom
and 6 Ta atoms!, and~e! the Ta4N5 and~f! Ta3N5 compounds. Total
DOS ~upper curves!, total N and Ta partial DOS~lower curves!, as
indicated by the labels. N8 and N correspond to the partial DOS
the N atom away from and neighboring the Ta vacancy, resp
tively.
8-5
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FIG. 7. Upper panel, from left
to right: ~a! the Brillouin zone in-
dicating the high-symmetry points
and lines and the band structure
~b! the N vacancy,~c! ideal bulk
TaN, and ~d! the Ta vacancy as
calculated in ‘‘8-atom’’ cells.
Lower panel, from left to right:
band structure of~e! the Ta3N5

phase,~f! ideal bulk TaN as calcu-
lated in a 20-atom cell~for com-
parison!, ~g! the Ta4N5 phase, and
~h! a higher-concentration Ta
vacancy structure Ta0.6N, calcu-
lated in a cell containing 10 N at
oms and 6 Ta atoms.
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defect-induced band related to the N-2s states of the N atoms
neighboring the vacancy@see Fig. 7~d!#.

The total and partial density of states for the Ta4N5 and
Ta3N5 phases are shown in Figs. 6~e! and 6~f!. It can be seen
that for the former, the DOS atEF exhibits a sharp minimum
~with ratio 0.016!, in contrast to bulk TaN, and there are al
new features~compared to bulk TaN! below EF , at around
23 to 25 eV, as for the high-concentration Ta-vacan
structure described above. There is also an upward shi
the N-2s level as seen for the Ta-vacancy systems. For
Ta3N5 structure, there is complete filling of the electron
shells and the system exhibits a band gap of 1.5 eV. We
that in reality the band gap will be larger due to the we
known underestimation as obtained when using the LD
The positions of the N-2s states are even higher in energ
which can be correlated with a lower Ta coordination of t
N atoms in this system compared to the Ta4N5 and Ta-
vacancy structures. The insulating nature can be unders
from electron counting in that the number of valence el
trons in Ta3N5 is 40 (335 from Ta plus 535 from N! and
that thes and p bands of the five nitrogen atoms can acc
modate exactly (538) 40 electrons.

The band structures for systems containing N- and
vacancies, as well as for ideal bulk TaN, are shown in
upper panels~b!, ~c!, and~d! of Fig. 7. For the Ta vacancy,
defect-related state can be seen clearly around217 eV, as
well as new states in the energy range21 to 24 eV, around
the M-R-G region. In comparison, the band structure cor
sponding to the N vacancy exhibits an increased numbe
bands aboutEF as indicated by the higher DOS atEF men-
tioned earlier. In the lower panels~e!, ~f!, ~g!, and ~h!, the
band structure of the Ta3N5 phase is shown, as well as that
the ordered Ta-vacancy rocksalt Ta4N5 phase. In addition, for
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comparison the band structure for ideal stoichiometric TaN
given ~calculated in a cell containing 20 atoms to facilita
comparison!, as well as that for the highly defective Ta
vacancy structure Ta0.6N. On going from ideal TaN to Ta4N5
to Ta0.6N, the upward movement and increase in the num
of N-2s related states can be seen, as well as the appear
of new states in the region24 to 21 eV @seen at24.0 to
23.5 in Fig. 7~g! and moving up in energy to22 to 21 in
Fig. 7~h!, about the R point#.

We note that the present results are based on ground-
electronic structure calculations and do not take into acco
entropy effects of the extended systems. Furthermore,
have considered only a limited number of the many poss
arrangements of the defects. Nevertheless, our results,
dicting the formation of Ta-deficient structures~vacancies!
for nitrogen-rich material and reduced DOS aboutEF and
thus reduced conductivity, are all consistent with and h
provide an understanding of recent experimental results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have performed FLAPW calculations
investigate defective TaN structures. Structures containing
and N vacancies are found to have the lowest formation
ergies for N-rich and N-poor conditions, respectively. T
presence of Ta vacancies reduces the density of states aEF
by an amount that generally increases with decreasing
atom content. This will result in an increased resistivity a
a reduction in conductivity compared to stoichiometric Ta
Similarly, the electronic structure of the Ta4N5 phase, which
forms in nature, exhibits a notable decrease of electro
states atEF compared to bulk TaN, and for the Ta3N5 phase,
it is a semiconductor with a~DFT-LDA! band gap of
8-6
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1.5 eV. Given that in the experiments the systems with d
matically reduced conductivity were prepared for stron
N-rich conditions andno new long-range-ordered structure
were observed~i.e., in addition to the rocksalt structure!, we
propose that Ta vacancies and/or regions of Ta-defic
structures are primarily responsible for the metal-to-insula
transition observed experimentally.
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